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Abstract
This manuscript presents the study of the microstructural evolution, plastic anisotropy, and mechanical behavior of a duplex 
stainless steel (DSS) processed by the equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) technique. The ECAP process produced shear 
bands affecting both phases, austenite and ferrite, which in turns act as preferential sites for the appearance of the new ultrafine 
grains. Microstructural observations indicated grain sizes smaller than 300 nm in both phases. However, marked differences in 
the grain boundary misorientations were observed. Most ferrite grain boundaries showed low misorientations (average misori-
entation of 30°). In contrast, the austenite grain boundaries were mainly dominated by high-angle grain boundaries (average 
misorientation of 39°). The ECAP processing allowed to reach a yield strength over 1.1 GPa after one ECAP pass. Dislocations 
formed walls in the ferrite, while they were distributed evenly in the austenite grains creating plastic gradients between the two 
phases. Through the visco-plastic self-consistent model, it was found that austenite and ferrite strain hardening at different rates, 
generating plastic instabilities at different strain magnitudes. In this way, it was shown that austenite is the phase that provides 
more hardening while ferrite provides ductility. Regarding the anisotropy of the steel, crystal plasticity simulations showed that 
during the first passes of ECAP, the Lankford coefficients increase notably due to the heterogeneous microstructure of sheared 
grains with a higher density of defects forming subgrains in ferrite than austenite. Moreover, the austenite was more responsible 
for the larger planar anisotropy ( Δr = 2.18) values than ferrite ( Δr = 1.67) after two ECAP passes.
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1 Introduction

The mechanical and microstructural characterization of 
metallic materials such as steel is vital for their correct 
application in different industries. Therefore, special atten-
tion has to be paid to the study of steels that involve plas-
tic deformation processes in production lines since their 
mechanical response can change radically concerning the 

deformation-free state [1–3]. This phenomenon is owed to a 
mechanism of change in the grain dimensions (< 1 µm) due 
to pronounced defects increments, mainly when the defor-
mation is carried out at temperatures below the recrystalliza-
tion temperature [4]. Thus, depending on the magnitude and 
mode of deformation, different thermomechanical processes 
and types of microstructures can be obtained [5, 6]. It is 
well known that true plastic strains greater than 3 can be 
applied, for example, through traditional and widely known 
processes such as rolling, drawing, deep-drawing, forging, 
and extrusion obtaining grain structures of the micrometric 
order [7]. However, the aforementioned processes cause ani-
sotropy because they involve monotonic deformations, gen-
erating elongated grains with a well-defined texture [8, 9]. 
There are alternative processes which provoke ultrafine grain 
materials (UFG) that stand out not only for their prominent 
mechanical properties but also for their physical properties. 
These processes allow to obtain microstructures in metallic 
materials with hybrid properties such as high mechanical 
strength together with good electrical conductivity, and/
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or better hydrogen absorption capacity than in its coarse-
grained state [10–12].

Nowadays, numerous plastic deformation techniques have 
been developed to obtain UFG metallic materials [13]. These 
techniques are based on the introduction of large amounts of 
plastic deformation through shear stresses, preferably using 
closed dies in which the transverse dimensions of the materi-
als are not affected (i.e., are kept constant) [14]. This deforma-
tion principle is described as severe plastic deformation (SPD), 
which allows generating more microstructural transformations 
than conventional processes due to different deformation modes 
that lead to a more efficient grain fragmentation. This is because 
SPD causes significant changes in the texture, breaking pref-
erential orientations and leading to a more random and less 
intense texture, i.e., low anisotropy [15, 16].

Today, there is a wide variety of processes that use severe 
plastic deformation to produce UFG materials. The pioneer-
ing processes that still stand out today are high-pressure tor-
sion (HPT), accumulative roll bonding (ARB), and equal 
channel angular pressing (ECAP), on the principles of which 
other new processes have emerged [17]. These processes are 
still valid today not only because they allow plastic defor-
mation of metallic materials to large magnitudes (that is, 
true plastic strains greater than 5) but also because most of 
them allow obtaining considerable volumes and quality of 
processed material with respect to other methods used to 
obtain nanostructured materials, especially those that follow 
the so-called bottom-up methodology [18].

Since large loads can be involved during processing by 
SPD techniques such as ECAP, which increase abruptly with 
changes in the dimensions of the processed parts, the choice 
of processing parameters (for example, processing path, pro-
cessing temperature, die geometry, among others) is key to 
the successful processing of the material. For this reason, the 
processing of certain materials at room temperature can be 
more challenging due to their rapid strain hardening capac-
ity, as is the case of austenitic steels [19]. Other materials 
like titanium and its alloys can be difficult to process due to 
their limited number of active slip systems at room tempera-
ture [20], or even some aluminum alloys due to their alloying 
elements that make them prone to cracking [21].

Duplex stainless steels (DSS) stand out within stainless 
steels, characterized by a higher strength and corrosion 
resistance than austenitic or ferritic stainless steels [22–25]. 
In addition, these steels have large chromium content 
(19%–32%), making them resistant to localized corrosion, 
particularly pitting, and to stress corrosion cracking. These 
steels are classified into lean, standard, super, and hyper 
duplex stainless steels based on their alloy content and cor-
rosion resistance [26].

Several investigations have been carried out on DSS in the 
micrometric and ultrafine state both from the microstructural 
point of view and its thermal stability and corrosion resistance 

[2, 27, 28]. However, few of them study the effect of strain 
hardening, analyzing in detail the behavior and contribution 
of each phase together with the texture evolution. Thus, it is 
necessary to establish relationships between the microstruc-
ture evolution of each phase, the mechanical response, ani-
sotropy, and processing conditions. For example, Santos et al. 
[29] studied the strain hardening of a lean duplex stainless 
steel (LDSS) subjected to cold rolling cycles and subsequent 
annealing treatments at different temperatures, demonstrating 
that the effect of transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) of 
the austenite caused multiple stages of hardening. Continu-
ing with the plastic deformation, Biserova-Tahchieva et al. 
[30] subjected a super duplex stainless steel to severe plastic 
deformation using the HPT process to evaluate the effect of 
nanostructuring on the precipitation of secondary intermetal-
lic phases. The authors found that the combination of SPD 
with a subsequent heat treatment improved precipitation com-
pared to the material without deformation. In the same way, 
Llorca-Isern et al. [31] showed that the kinetics of secondary 
phase nucleation was faster in an super duplex stainless steels 
(SDSS) than in a DSS. On the other hand, several research-
ers [32, 33] characterized the stress–strain behavior of a DSS 
using nanoindentation and microstructure-based finite ele-
ment tests. They found that α-ferrite (bcc crystal structure) 
had a slightly higher elastic modulus than γ-austenite (fcc 
crystal structure), while the latter had a higher average nano-
hardness and elastic limit than ferrite. Also, Cao et al. [34] 
studied the microstructural evolution of a DSS subjected to 
intense plastic deformation through HPT. The authors found 
that ferrite grains were refined through dislocation activity, 
while refinement of the austenitic grains was somehow more 
complicated because of different mechanisms such as twin-
ning, its interaction with dislocations generating de-twinning 
processes in UFG grains, and subdivision of the twin bounda-
ries. Signorelli et al. [35] analyzed the texture evolution and 
the grain fragmentation after SPD using the VPSC model 
and finite elements methods, finding a good correspondence 
with the experimental data. These methods also predicted the 
microstructure heterogeneity and grain shape well, proving 
to be a powerful tool for analyzing the microstructure after 
SPD processing. Other authors, such as Farias et al. [36], 
studied the effect of processing speed and subsequent heat 
treatments on a DSS processed by ECAP. They observed the 
formation of martensite induced by cold deformation, where 
the grain boundaries act as preferential sites for recrystalliza-
tion. Regarding corrosion resistance properties, Ajith et al. 
[37] showed that the corrosion resistance of a DSS decreases 
after its processing through 1 ECAP pass.

In consequence, the objective of this manuscript is to quan-
tify the evolution of the microstructure and mechanical proper-
ties of a duplex ultrafine grain stainless steel undergoing a SPD 
process and considering the changes in both phases, ferrite 
and austenite, their contribution to the overall hardening of 
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the steel, and the effect of anisotropy. Thus, this study reveals 
which of the phases is the main responsible for the material 
strength and anisotropy, allowing to design more efficient 
DSS. For this reason, the microstructural and texture evolu-
tion of each phase was evaluated using electron back-scattering 
diffraction (EBSD), optical microscopy (OM) uniaxial tensile 
tests, and crystal plasticity modeling. Thus, relationships were 
established with the mechanical behavior considering the con-
tribution of each phase and different processing routes on the 
steel anisotropy.

2  Material and methods

2.1  As‑received material

The material selected is a duplex stainless steel (DSS) in the 
form of 20-mm-diameter and 250-mm-length bars, whose 
chemical composition is indicated in Table 1. According to 
Eq. (1) [38], the pitting resistance equivalent number (PREN), 
which is indicative of the corrosion resistance, is 42.2 for this 
alloy. Thus, DSS with PREN greater than 40 are classified 
under super duplex stainless steels (SDSS) [26].

2.2  Severe plastic deformation and mechanical 
properties

From the as-received bars, samples of 5 mm in diameter and 
30 mm in length were machined for subsequent processing 

(1)PREN = 1(%Cr) + 3.3(%Mo + 0.5(%W)) + 16(%N)

by ECAP. In the ECAP process, a die made of BÖHLER 
S390 steel with internal and external angles of 90° and 30°, 
respectively, was used, as indicated in Fig. 1a. With this 
geometry, the strain imposed on the material in each ECAP 
pass is approximately 1, as indicated by the equation pro-
posed by Iwahashi et al. [39]. The material was processed 
at 250 °C up to 2 ECAP passes using  MoS2 as a lubricant 
with a punch feed rate of 1 mm/s. The process was carried 
out following route A, in which the sample orientation is the 
same at each pass [40].

The mechanical properties of the materials in both as-
received and ECAP-processed conditions were evaluated by 
hardness and tensile tests at room temperature. Hardness 
tests were performed with a load of 1 N and a dwell time of 
20 s. Two tensile samples for each condition were tested in 
a Microtest DEBEN machine at a constant crosshead speed 
of 3.3 ×  10−3 mm/s, as indicated in Fig. 1b. Tensile speci-
mens were wire cut in the transverse plane with their length 
parallel to the extrusion direction (ED). Bone-like samples 
with gauge dimensions of 4 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm were cut as 
shown in Fig. 1c.

2.3  Microstructure and texture characterization

The microstructural characterization was carried out using 
optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) coupled with the electron back-scattering 
diffraction (EBSD) technique. The microstructure was 
observed in the transversal direction (TD) plane (or the 
plane containing the ED and the normal direction (ND)). 
First, the surface was prepared by mechanical polishing 

Table 1  Chemical composition 
of the steel (in %wt)

Cr Mo N C Ni Mn P S Si Co Cu W Fe

24.9 3.62 0.27 0.05 6.55 0.53 0.03 0.01 0.62 0.08 0.81 0.66 61.9

Fig. 1  a ECAP die geometry, 
b tensile test machine, and c 
tensile sample dimensions
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with SiC sandpaper ranging from 320 to 2500 grit sizes. 
Subsequently, fine polishing was carried out using dia-
mond suspensions with particle sizes of 9 µm, 3 µm, and 
1 µm and colloidal silica with a particle size of 30 nm. 
Finally, to remove any warping and scratches introduced 
by mechanical grinding, the surface was electropolished 
in 30 wt% KOH solution with an etching potential of 2 V 
for 15 s. EBSD data were acquired using hkl CHANNEL 5 
software and processed and analyzed using TSL OIM 7.3b 
and MTEX toolbox. EBSD maps were acquired with a step 
size of 1 µm and 30 nm in the as-received and ECAP-pro-
cessed materials, respectively. Non-indexed points were 
corrected using the grain dilation method, and grains with 
less than two pixels were discarded for the statistical anal-
ysis. High and low angle grain boundaries were defined as 
those with misorientations greater than 15° and between 
3° and 15°, respectively.

The texture for each phase was calculated using the har-
monic series expansion method. On the other hand, geo-
metrically necessary dislocations (GND) were calculated 
for each phase of the duplex steel from the EBSD maps 
using the Nye’s tensor through whose magnitudes of GND 
can be obtained by the following equation [41, 42]:

where � represents the components of the Nye’s tensor that 
can be obtained through 2D EBSD maps, b the Burgers vec-
tor, which takes values of 2.48 ×  10−10 m and 2.51 ×  10−10 m 
for ferrite and austenite, respectively.

2.4  Crystal plasticity modeling

The plastic behavior was studied using the visco-
plastic self-consistent (VPSC) model proposed by 
Lebensohn et  al. [43]. Five thousand discrete ori-
entations of equal volume fraction were gener-
ated from the texture measured by EBSD for each 
phase. For slip dislocations, the ( {111}⟨110⟩ ) and 48 
( 12{110}⟨111⟩, 12{112}⟨111⟩, 24{123}⟨111⟩ ) slip systems 
for the fcc and bcc structures, respectively, were consid-
ered. For the visco-plastic model, a strain rate sensitivity 
value of m = 0.05 was used (a small strain rate sensitivity 
value was selected considering the deformation process 
was carried out at temperatures lower than the recrystal-
lization one). The extended Voce law was also used to 
describe the material hardening as indicated in the follow-
ing equation [44]:

(2)GND2D =
1

b
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where Γ =
∑

s Δ�
s is defined as the accumulated shear in the 

grain, while �0 , �0 , �1 , and (�0 + �1) represent the initial criti-
cal resolved shear stress (CRSS), the initial hardening rate, 
the asymptotic hardening rate, and the back-extrapolated 
CRSS, respectively. The relationship of these parameters 
with the stress–strain curve can be found in the research 
work of Anglin et al. (Fig. 1) [45]. The affine lineariza-
tion was used for the calculations. The VPSC model was 
calibrated through the experimental uniaxial tensile curves 
and texture evolution for each phase at different ECAP 
passes. To quantify the hardening of each phase (that is, 
stress and strain partitioning) and to fit the VPSC model 
into two phases, it was assumed that both phases deform 
plastically and that the ferrite reached stresses slightly lower 
than austenite. Hence, a lower �0 value was taken for fer-
rite. This approach has proven successful in describing the 
plastic behavior of two-phase steels in which each phase 
has different properties [46]. The initial Voce law values 
were obtained from reported tensile curves for DSS with a 
similar composition that analyzes the tensile curves for both 
phases [32].

The VPSC model allows defining the load orientation 
concerning the texture coordinate axes. Therefore, the Lank-
ford coefficients evaluated the material anisotropy consider-
ing different tensile load orientations in the TD plane con-
cerning the texture data input. For example, to evaluate the 
Lankford coefficient at 30° concerning the ED, the experi-
mental texture data is rotated around the TD before running 
the simulation. Then, it is run with the load direction parallel 
to the laboratory ED axis; thus, there is a 30° angle between 
the load direction and the texture ED axis.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  As‑received and processed materials

Figure 2 summarizes OM images of the as-received and 
ECAP-processed conditions (1 and 2 ECAP passes) at differ-
ent magnifications. Figure 2a–c indicate the microstructure 
of the as-received material, demonstrating the existence of 
two elongated phases in the ED that are intercalated, giving 
rise to a banded structure. The two phases correspond to 
austenite and ferrite, revealed in brown and white, respec-
tively. After the first pass through the ECAP die, as shown 
in Fig. 2d, the two phases flow through the intersection of 
the two channels generating changes in their orientation, 
breaking the perfect banded configuration. This behavior is a 
consequence of the intense shear deformation introduced by 
the ECAP process that causes the phases previously oriented 
towards the ED to change orientation by forming steps with 
an approximate angle of 50° to regain their initial orienta-
tion, as displayed in Fig. 2e, f. With the increase in ECAP 
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passes, the formation of these steps becomes more evident 
and repetitive (that is, more steps with less thickness) with 
an approximate orientation of 45° with respect to ED (see 
Fig. 2g–i). The repetitive formation of these steps or shear 
bands that multiply at higher strains while maintaining the 
same orientation can be attributed to the processing route 
used, i.e., route A, which causes the same deformation plane 
to be activated by not presenting rotations during repetitive 
passes.

The appearance of shear bands in high-strength metal-
lic materials such as duplex steels, commercially pure Ti, 
and twinning induced plasticity (TWIP) steels is a recurrent 
phenomenon when these materials are subjected to SPD. 
Several authors attribute this phenomenon to the tendency 
to localize the deformation, that is, the appearance of plastic 
instability formed by heterogeneity in the deformation [47, 
48]. Besides, the shear bands apparition in the DSS is also 
related to the different properties of ferrite and austenite. 
This fact makes the two phases store different magnitudes 
of deformation, creating a heterogeneous state that favors 
the appearance of shear bands. This phenomenon has also 
been shown to be dependent on processing conditions such 

as temperature, back pressure, strain rate, and, for this par-
ticular case, the geometry of the ECAP die [47]. From the 
microstructural point of view, the formation of shear bands 
has a marked influence on grain refinement since they are 
preferential places where new grains of smaller or larger size 
are formed depending on the initial grain size where they 
are formed. For example, Su et al. [49] showed that ultrafine 
grains were formed in shear bands during Ti deformation 
when the matrix consisted of coarse grains while a combina-
tion of coarse and ultrafine grains occurred in shear bands 
formed on ultrafine grain structures.

3.2  Microstructure and texture

Figure  3 presents different microstructural characteris-
tics measured by EBSD of as-received and processed by 
ECAP materials. The as-received condition shows an elon-
gated grain structure in the ED for ferrite and austenite 
(Fig. 3a). After plastic deformation by ECAP, the micro-
structure changes to more irregular grains, producing a 
partial break of the lines of grains oriented in the ED, as 
depicted in Fig. 3b. After 2 ECAP passes, Fig. 3c indicates 

Fig. 2  Optical microstructures 
at different magnifications for 
all the materials. a–c As-
received, d–f 1 ECAP pass, and 
g–i 2 ECAP passes
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a more chaotic microstructure where the two phases are 
mixed with small grains inside the larger ones, especially 
in the fcc phase, which would show that austenite tends to 
refine faster than ferrite. Figure 3d demonstrates how ECAP 
processing results in a considerable grain refinement going 
from an average grain size of 6.57 µm in the as-received 
condition to 0.26 µm after two ECAP passes, representing a 
reduction of more than one order of magnitude, going from 
the micrometric to the ultrafine range with sizes that can 
reach 200 nm. The faster grain refinement in austenite can 
be attributed to the twinning deformation mechanism, which 
favors grain fragmentation. Table 2 shows that after ECAP 
processing, the twinning fraction increments reach 27% after 
one ECAP pass. The main observed twins were 60° ⟨111⟩ 
and 38° ⟨110⟩ types related to material recrystallization. 
Besides, it is worth mentioning that at the ECAP processing 
temperature, the austenite/ferrite ratio did not change, sug-
gesting no martensitic transformation, whereby the respon-
sible mechanisms of grain fragmentation in austenite are the 

interactions between dislocations (dislocations pile up) and 
dislocations-twins (dynamic Hall–Petch effect).

As in many other metallic materials subjected to SPD, 
grain refinement results from the creation and grouping of 
dislocations that allow the generation of new grain bounda-
ries, as shown in Fig. 3e and Table 2. This figure shows how 
ECAP deformation increases the fraction of low angle grain 
boundaries (LAGB) reaching 21% and 30% fractions after 
1 and 2 ECAP passes. Several authors have established that 
this behavior obeys the continuous dynamic recrystallization 
(CDRX) phenomena [50–54]. In this mechanism, new grain 
boundaries are generated from dislocation walls, which can 
evolve into high angle grain boundaries (HAGB), increas-
ing their misorientation by absorbing more dislocations giv-
ing rise to small grains without nucleation as traditionally 
observed in the discontinuous dynamic recrystallization 
(DDRX).

The nature change of the grain boundaries is consistent 
with the grains’ preferential orientation change as indicated 
in Fig. 4 by the texture represented in the pole figures {110} 
and {111} for both as-received and ECAP-processed materi-
als. Thus, Fig. 4a indicates that in the as-received condition 
the material presents a typical extrusion or lamination tex-
ture found in metallic materials produced as bars or plates 
[50, 54]. After the first and second ECAP passes, Fig. 4b–d 
indicate a rotation of the texture around the TD, generating 
simple-shear texture components for the two phases. This 
behavior proves that the effect of shear deformation leads to 

Fig. 3  EBSD characterization. a As-received, b 1 ECAP pass, c 2 ECAP passes, d grain size evolution, and e misorientation angle distributions

Table 2  LAGB and twinning fractions

Material LAGB [%] Twinning [%]
All material Austenite

As-received 3.7 18.8
1 ECAP pass 21.2 23.9
2 ECAP passes 29.9 19.9
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a faster and more remarkable grain refinement than mono-
tonic deformation processes, such as conventional rolling 
and extrusion due to the rotation of the grains and subse-
quent fragmentation.

3.3  Mechanical properties

The tensile behavior and hardness of the ECAP-processed 
and as-received material are illustrated in Fig. 5. After 1 
ECAP pass, the material shows a 39% increase in yield 
strength accompanied by a marked reduction in the elonga-
tion to fracture and in the homogeneous deformation zone 
with values of 52% and 88%, respectively, as displayed in 
Fig. 5a. The low ductility in metallic materials processed by 
SPD techniques is related to the microstructural properties 
of UFG materials in which the grain size refinement gives 
rise to less space for the free movement of dislocations 
which in turns limit the strain hardening capacity of the 
material due to an increase in the annihilation rate of dislo-
cations [55, 56]. This causes the plastic instabilities to 
appear quickly under a monotonic tensile test, locating the 
deformation and its prompt fracture. In this sense, Fig. 5b 
compares the hardening rate for the samples in the as-
received and ECAP-processed by 1 pass conditions. 
Although the material processed by ECAP reaches higher 
strain hardening values, its decay is much more abrupt than 
the as-received material, as shown by the higher value of the 
Hollomon exponent in Fig. 5a. This fact means that the 
extension of the homogeneous hardening zone is more sig-
nificant in the as-received material according to the Consid-
ère criterion (that is, plastic instability begins when the rate 
of strain hardening is less than or equal to the yield stress, 
d�
/
d�

≤ � [57]). This is because the micrometric grain size 
of the as-received material offers a larger mean free-path for 
the motion of a lower dislocation density than the processed 
material. It is worth mentioning that in the hardening curve 
of the ECAP-processed material, different steps are observed 
before the plastic instability, which can be related to the 
multiple shear bands generated by the ECAP process in the 
microstructure, as indicated in Fig. 2. This observation is 
possibly correlated with the deformation partition between 
both phases, which gives rise to a heterogeneous state in 
which larger deformations are assumed by one the phases.

Additionally, Fig. 5c shows that the duplex steel hardness 
increases with the number of ECAP passes, although the 
increase is reduced between consecutive passes at higher strains; 
for example, after the first ECAP pass, the increase is 23%, while 
after the second pass it is 9.6%. This behavior towards saturation 
in material hardening can be associated with a change in the 
deformation mechanism. At large strains, dislocation slip effec-
tiveness ceases and the activation of hardening by slip and rota-
tion of grain boundaries after huge strains is expected [22, 58].

3.4  Ferrite and austenite contributions

In the quest to better understand the response of each 
phase in the steel to the deformation, Fig. 6a indicates the 

Fig. 4  Texture evolution for all the materials and phases. a As-
received, b 1 ECAP pass, c 2 ECAP passes, and d simple shear ideal 
orientations for bcc and fcc structures
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misorientation angle distributions for each phase at different 
processing conditions. It is evident in the as-received condi-
tion that there are apparent differences in the grain boundary 
fractions between the ferrite and the austenite phases. For 
example, ferrite has a higher LAGB fraction than austenite, 
with 19.3% and 4.1%, respectively. After ECAP processing, 
the LAGB fraction increases in ferrite, reaching 34.7% after 
two passes, while a significant increase occurs in austen-
ite, going from 4.1% to 28.1%. This behavior suggests that 

ferrite has a greater capacity than austenite to accumulate 
GND since part of these dislocations accumulates in LAGB 
[41, 59]. In addition, using the grain reference orientation 
deviation (GROD) maps obtained through EBSD, it is pos-
sible to appreciate zones inside the grains where there are 
deformation heterogeneities and higher concentrations of 
dislocations [60, 61]. As a first observation, the maps in 
Fig. 6b–d suggest higher GROD values with the deformation 
going from an average of 25.4° in the as-received state to 

Fig. 5  Mechanical properties for all the materials. a Tensile curves 
for the as-received and 1 ECAP pass materials (solid and symbol 
lines correspond with the true stress–strain and engineering stress–

strain curves, respectively). b Strain hardening curves for the as-
received and 1 ECAP pass materials. c Yield strength-hardness ratio

Fig. 6  a Misorientation angle distributions for each phase, and GROD maps for the b as-received, c 1 ECAP pass, and d 2 ECAP pass materials
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values greater than 60° after ECAP processing, indicating 
more deformed microstructures. However, it stands out that 
the highest GROD values are found inside the ferrite grains, 
corroborating that this phase presents greater heterogeneities 
and higher dislocation densities than austenite. On the other 
hand, although the GROD values are lower in the austenite 
than ferrite, the behavior is also heterogeneous, although to 
a lesser degree.

The behaviors previously described in Fig. 6 allow eval-
uating that ferrite is the phase with more defects, suggest-
ing that it is the more affected phase by the SPD process. 
In this sense, these microstructural changes can be better 
understood from the energy stored in the grain boundaries 
through the Read-Shockley equation [62]:

where �(�) is the energy for a given misorientation, �m = 
0.617  Jm−2 is the energy per unit area of a HAGB, � repre-
sents the different values of misorientation, and �m = 15° rep-
resents the misorientation threshold above which the energy 
per unit area is independent of the angle of misorientation. 
Therefore, the average energy for each phase can be obtained 
by adding the contributions at different angles of misorienta-
tion as indicated by the following equation [63]:

where f (�) is the fraction of grain boundaries for a given 
misorientation. Therefore, the energy stored in the grain 
boundaries can be calculated using the following equation 
[64]:

where d
subgrain

 is the average grain size of subgrains. 
Therefore, it is possible to obtain the energies stored in 
the grain boundaries for each phase at different ECAP 
passes using Eqs. (4) to (6) and the data obtained through 
the EBSD maps as indicated in Table 3. The stored energy 
in the boundaries indicates a direct relationship with the 

(4)𝛾(𝜃) =

{
𝛾
m

(
𝜃

𝜃
m

)[
1 − ln

(
𝜃

𝜃
m

)]
; if 𝜃 < 𝜃

m

𝛾
m
; if 𝜃 > 𝜃

m

(5)� =

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪⎩

∑62.8

2

�
�(�)f (�)

�
; ferrite

∑63.5

2

�
�(�)f (�)

�
; austenite

(6)Eb =
2�

d
subgrain

deformation. It increased notably in the two phases, going 
from values of the order of 0.93 J/mol in the as-received con-
dition up to 34.06 J/mol after two ECAP passes. In addition, 
it is highlighted that the increases in austenite are greater 
than those of ferrite. Thus, the energies corroborate a higher 
grain refinement with the HAGB domain due to a higher 
degree of recrystallization in austenite than ferrite.

On the other hand, to better understand the mechanisms 
of grain fragmentation generated by ECAP, the misorien-
tation axis distributions (MAD) for both phases are dis-
played in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the as-received mate-
rial in Fig. 7a splits the highest MAD intensities along the 
ED, demonstrating that the conventional extrusion used to 
produce bars generates grain refinement through bound-
ary fragmentation with MAD parallel to the ED. However, 
when the deformation mode is dominated by shear strain 
like in ECAP, as demonstrated by texture and microstructure 
changes in Figs. 2 and 4, grain fragmentation during the first 
ECAP pass occurs with a MAD close to TD as suggested 
by Fig. 7b. At higher strains, the 2 ECAP passes material 
indicates an overall drop in MAD intensity in Fig. 7c, where 
the high intensities are localized between TD and ED and 
another concentration between ND and ED. These observa-
tions demonstrate that both phases follow a similar path for 
grain fragmentation, although it does not mean both phases’ 
grain boundaries fragment at the same time and rate.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of GND for the different 
materials considering both phases, which also helps to eval-
uate the microstructural fragmentation behavior. GNDs play 
a fundamental role in plastically deformed polycrystalline 
metallic materials since they can offer hardening by gener-
ating short-range back-stresses [60]. In Fig. 8a–c, the GND 
maps demonstrate obvious differences between the mate-
rial received and after ECAP processing. At first glance, it 
stands out that there are not many groups of GND forming 
walls in the as-received condition, except in some bounda-
ries observed inside the ferrite grains. On the other hand, in 
the ECAP-processed material, Fig. 8b and c show that both 
phases present walls or groups of dislocations inside the 
grains. This behavior is due to grain size reduction in which 
the original grains experience an intense shear deformation 
that generates significant changes in their curvature. In this 
way, GNDs are generated to compensate for the change in 
curvature. GNDs also explain how non-monotonic processes 
such as ECAP allow more prominent grain refinements to be 

Table 3  Microstructure 
properties and grain boundaries 
energy

Material Grain size [µm] Subgrain size [µm] �[J/m2] Eb [J/mol]]

Ferrite Austenite Ferrite Austenite Ferrite Austenite Ferrite Austenite

As-received 11.77 6.19 9.12 5.45 0.6 0.61 0.93 1.59
1 ECAP pass 0.99 0.67 0.66 0.49 0.6 0.61 12.90 17.67
2 ECAP passes 0.37 0.32 0.27 0.25 0.59 0.6 31.01 34.06
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achieved, generating substantial texture changes, than mono-
tonic ones such as a conventional extrusion (the one in which 
the material was supplied).

The effect of the two deformation processes, i.e., extru-
sion and ECAP, is demonstrated by the magnitudes of the 
GNDs indicated in the distributions in Fig. 8d. These distri-
butions show that the mean value of GND increases by one 
order of magnitude after ECAP processing for both phases 
compared to the as-received material. However, the magni-
tude of GND does not change substantially after the second 
ECAP pass compared to the single ECAP pass material. 
This behavior is consistent with the saturation reached in 
different microstructural characteristics of metallic materials 
subjected to SPD. The most abrupt changes in dislocation 

density and grain sizes occur in the initial stages; then, 
at high plastic deformations, most of the microstructural 
changes are reduced, reaching the Hall–Petch limits [65, 66]. 
However, different behaviors are observed when analyzing 
the GND configurations inside the grains for each phase in 
detail, as indicated in Fig. 8e. For example, the GND profiles 
of the as-received condition display some minor differences, 
with more peaks in the ferrite than in the austenite. This 
behavior becomes more evident after 1 ECAP pass where 
the ferrite presents multiple GND variations with respect 
to the austenite represented by multiple peaks that reach 
maximums and minimums. After the second ECAP pass, 
the austenite also shows a saw-tooth behavior, although the 
ferrite still shows the widest variations. This behavior sug-
gests that the GND are grouped in the ferrite, forming walls, 
while the GND seem to be more homogeneously distributed 
in the austenite. This shows that the ferrite would be harden-
ing faster than the austenite, and its grain size is reducing 
faster. On the other hand, the formation of plastic gradients 
within the ferrite and between the two phases is also con-
firmed. According to Calcagnotto et al. [67], ferrite devel-
ops heterogeneous GND distributions in dual-phase steels. 
Therefore, the way GNDs are configurated demonstrates the 
back-stress development between the two phases due to the 
tension exerted by the toughest phase on the softest. For that 
reason, to compensate the tension differences between ferrite 
and austenite, GNDs pile up in the ferrite.

3.5  Hardening contributions

Figure 9a indicates the grain size evolution for each phase 
at different deformation magnitudes. Initially, it is verified 
that the average grain size of the as-received material for the 
two phases is different, being austenite grains smaller than 
ferrite with values of 5.45 µm and 9.12 µm, respectively. 
This behavior is maintained even after two ECAP passes, 
although the differences become smaller at increasing strain. 
Thus, the ferrite, which has a larger initial grain size, under-
goes a higher degree of microstructure fragmentation (i.e., 
ferrite has a higher ability to recrystallize continuously) than 
austenite, as shown by the LAGB fractions and dislocation 
configuration through GROD and GND calculations. On the 
other hand, the smaller grain sizes in austenite show that this 
phase contributes a little more to the overall hardening of 
the material according to the Hall–Petch equation [68, 69]:

where �y is the yield strength of the material, �0 is the fric-
tion stress, kHP is a constant, and d is the average grain 
size. Thus, Fig. 9b indicates a Hall–Petch plot considering 
the grain size of all the material at different ECAP passes. 

(7)�y = �0 + kHPd
−1∕2

Fig. 7  Misorientation axis distributions for the a as-received, b 1 
ECAP pass, and c 2 ECAP pass materials
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The experimental data fit Eq. (7) very well, indicating a 
�0 = 758 MPa and a Hall–Petch hardening constant k

HP
 = 

298.4 MPa/µm1/2. Therefore, when plotting the grain sizes 
for each phase on the straight line, it can be verified that 
austenite reaches higher strengths than ferrite. However, it 
would be a first approximation since the strength of each 
phase should not necessarily be on the Hall–Petch line cal-
culated as a single-phase material.

To better understand the contributions of each phase, 
through the simulations of the VPSC model, the tensile 
curves of each phase were obtained at different magnitudes 
of deformation, as indicated in Fig. 10. In the as-received 

condition, Fig. 10a shows that ferrite behaves in a less-
strength way but is more ductile than austenite which in 
turns provides strength to the material. This behavior is 
repeated in the material with 1 ECAP pass as indicated 
in Fig. 10b, although with marked reductions in ductility 
due to the drastic change in the material’s microstructure. 
The curves predicted for each phase by the VPSC model 
show a good correspondence with curves reported from 
nanoindentation and finite element tests for duplex stain-
less steel as in the work of Tao et al. [32]. This behav-
ior corroborates what was previously stated using the 
Hall–Petch equation in which austenite provided greater 

Fig. 8  GND maps for the a as-received, b 1 ECAP pass, c 2 ECAP passes materials, d GND distributions for each phase and studied material, 
and e GND profiles (pink dashed lines on GND maps)
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strength and, at the same time, shows that the strengths of 
each phase separately do not lie on the same global mate-
rial line. Figure 10b also shows the evolution of the Schmid 
factor for the material with 1 ECAP pass considering both 
phases and their different slip systems. This inset allows 
to observe that the Schmid factors of the ferrite are higher 

than in the austenite, with the system {123}⟨111⟩ being the 
one with the highest values and close to 0.5. This suggests 
that although the ductility of the DSS is penalized by the 
SPD, its plastic behavior still suggests a good performance, 
possibly accepting higher magnitudes of plastic deforma-
tion without fracture.

Fig. 9  a Grain size evolution for each phase after different processing conditions. b Hall–Petch plot

Fig. 10  Austenite and ferrite contributions during the tensile tests for the a as-received and b 1 ECAP pass materials together with the experi-
mental Schmid factors
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Through the VPSC model, it is also possible to predict 
the strength contribution of each phase throughout the ECAP 
process at different numbers of ECAP passes, as shown in 
Fig. 11a. In this figure, it can be seen that the VPSC model 
correctly predicts the strength curve of the process and the 
texture of both phases represented as pole figures that are 
very similar to those described in Fig. 4. The yield strength 
curves again indicate that austenite provides higher hard-
ness, as evidenced by the higher strengths and the steeper 
curve shape. In contrast, although the ferrite curve reaches 
saturation faster than austenite, it stores more strain. Further-
more, it is worth mentioning that between the two phases, 
there is also a strain partition in which ferrite reaches higher 
strains than austenite. This behavior is related to the het-
erogeneous grouping of GND between the two phases and 
the twinning hardening, confirming the back-stress effect 
indicated in Fig. 8 (i.e., more GNDs piled up on the soft 
than the hard phase), which has been reported in materials 
with two phases and with heterogeneous structures of the 
harmonic type where there is additional hardening by the 
hetero-deformation [70, 71]. Furthermore, finding differ-
ent microstructural and mechanical behaviors between the 
two phases is well related to the slip activity indicated in 
Fig. 11b. This figure shows that austenite has a higher slip 
activity than ferrite where the slip system {123}⟨111⟩ is the 
most active one while the {110}⟨111⟩ is the one that is most 

activated with deformation. This is due to the development 
of texture components in fibers {111} and {110} for austenite 
and ferrite after ECAP processing, respectively.

By knowing the strength curves for each phase, its 
hardening capacity can be evaluated, as illustrated in 
Fig.  11c. This graph shows that the material rapidly 
reduces the strain hardening capacity in its initial stage to 
reach a steady state and decrease again. For austenite, it 
is observed that after the initial decay, this phase presents 
a longer and more defined plateau than ferrite without 
reaching zero rates. On the contrary, although ferrite 
reaches higher hardening rates at the beginning of the 
deformation, its decay is the most pronounced. However, 
the ferrite strain hardening rate curve extends to the larg-
est deformations. These results confirm the fact that 
under the current processing conditions, the DSS cannot 
be processed for more than 2 ECAP passes without frac-
turing since the three strain hardening curves report the 
occurrence of plastic instability as suggested by the Con-
sidère criterion (i.e., instability occurs when d�

/
d�

≤ � ) 
[57]. Additionally, the differences in the strain hardening 
curves for the two phases are related to the way the dis-
locations are ordered, giving rise to shear bands in the 
material because each phase hardens differently. Moreo-
ver, the twinning induces plasticity (TWIP) effect 

Fig. 11  VPSC simulations for the ECAP curve. a Austenite and ferrite contributions during the ECAP process. b Slip activity during the ECAP 
process. c Strain hardening curves for each phase during the ECAP processing
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generated in austenite can be responsible for its lower 
strain hardening rate decrease.

Hence, knowing the contributions of each phase of the 
duplex steel, the overall material strength can be expressed 
by an equation that describes its yield strength through a 
modified Hall–Petch equation that considers each phase, as 
well as its fraction as indicated below:

with f
fer

 and f
aust

 as the ferrite and austenite fractions, 
respectively.

Thus, Fig. 12 plots the whole grain size values against 
strength after different number of passes as indicated in 
Fig. 9b and the Hall–Petch curves for each phase con-
sidering its grain size and the strengths predicted by the 
VPSC model according to Fig. 11a. Through the adjust-
ments of each phase to the Hall–Petch equation, it can be 
shown that the strength of duplex steel can be described 
by the weighted equation (Eq.  (8)) that considers the 
contribution of each phase as shown by the comparison 
of the experimental and theoretical values in Table 4. 
Additionally, from Eq. (8), different behaviors can also 
be predicted for different percentages of phases. For 
example, the largest the austenite content, the highest 
the material strength. Therefore, to design more efficient 
steel, it can be argued that if ductility prevails, higher 

(8)
�y = f

fer

(
�0−fer + k

HP−fer
d
−1∕2

fer

)
+ f

aust

(
�0−aust + k

HP−aust
d
−1∕2

aust

)

concentrations of ferrite should be involved. Conversely, 
if greater strength is sought, the percentage of austenite 
should be increased.

Finally, through the VPSC model simulations, the mechan-
ical anisotropy of the steel was evaluated by quantifying the 
values of average normal anisotropy ( r ) and planar anisotropy 
( Δr ) obtained through the following equations [8]:

where r0 , r45 , and r90 represent the Lankford coefficients for 
different angles concerning the ED.

Thus, Fig. 13 presents the variation of the Lankford 
coefficients for different ECAP passes considering pro-
cessing paths A and BC (the sample is rotated 90° around 
its longitudinal axis between each ECAP pass, always 
maintaining the same direction). In this figure, after the 
first ECAP pass, the planar anisotropy is reduced while 
the value of r increases. After 2 ECAP passes, both r and 
Δr values increased. This behavior can be attributed to 
the drastic change in the microstructure generated by the 
rotation and fragmentation of the original grains that, as 
mentioned above, give rise to heterogeneous behavior 
between the two phases. For example, high LAGB in fer-
rite while the presence of HAGB dominates in austenite 
as well as the different dislocation configurations in each 
phase. Therefore, it would be expected that after several 
ECAP passes (i.e., a more homogeneous microstructure 
dominated by HAGB), the steel anisotropy could be sig-
nificantly reduced.

Based on the results indicated in Fig.  10, we also 
evaluated the anisotropy behavior for each phase, as 
shown in Fig. 14. At first glance, we can observe that 
after ECAP processing, the planar anisotropy is higher 
in austenite than in ferrite, while the oppositive happens 
in the as-received material. However, as the deformation 
progresses, the planar anisotropy differences between 
phases decrease, but the average normal anisotropy val-
ues increase concerning the as-received condition. Thus, 
the DSS, after processing by ECAP, owes its strength and 
ductility to the austenite and ferrite phases, respectively. 

(9)r =
r0 + 2r45 + r90

4

(10)Δr =
r0 − 2r45 + r90

2

Fig. 12  Hall–Petch equation predictions

Table 4  Parameters and 
constants of the modified Hall-
Petch equation

Material kHP [MPa µm1/2] Phases [%] σy experimen-
tal [MPa]

σy Eq. (8) [MPa]

Ferrite Austenite Ferrite Austenite

As-received 279.2 305.3 0.58 0.42 860.0 841.7
1 ECAP pass 279.2 305.3 0.58 0.42 1195.0 1115.7
2 ECAP passes 279.2 305.3 0.58 0.42 1320.8 1301.3
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Furthermore, the austenite seems more responsible for 
the planar anisotropy increments after 2 ECAP passes 
than the ferrite.

4  Conclusions

The processing of duplex stainless steel by ECAP up to a 
true plastic strain of 2 and the subsequent study of the micro-
structural evolution and the mechanical behavior allowed the 
following conclusions to be drawn:

1. Severe plastic deformation of a duplex stainless steel 
with 58% volume fraction of austenite and 42% fer-
rite gave rise to the formation of shear bands in the 
material’s microstructure on which ultrafine grains 
were formed with the prevalence of LAGB and 
HAGB in ferrite and austenite, respectively.

2. The shear deformation generated a heterogeneous behavior 
in the distribution of dislocations within the steel phases. It 

was found by EBSD that there was a more significant mis-
orientation spread generating a grouping of GND in walls 
within the ferrite grains. Contrarily, the dislocations were 
more uniformly distributed in the austenite, demonstrating 
a mechanism of heterogeneous strain hardening, and con-
sequently strain partition.

3. The crystal plasticity modeling showed that austenite 
provided strength to the DSS because of the disloca-
tions and twinning hardening while ferrite assumed large 
strains. Thus, it was shown that ferrite reaches plastic 
instability faster than austenite. At the same time, the 
simulations indicated an increase in anisotropy during 
the first two ECAP passes associated with the strain 
partitioning and the well-differentiated microstructural 
characteristics between ferrite and austenite. Thus, it 
was also shown that austenite registered larger planar 
anisotropy values than ferrite after 2 ECAP passes.

4. From the Hall–Petch equation and the application of the 
VPSC model, it was possible to generate a composite 
equation based on the rule of mixtures that describes 
the DSS strength. This equation considers the percent-

Fig. 13  Lankford coefficients 
for different ECAP passes con-
sidering two processing routes

Fig. 14  Lankford coefficients for each phase after different ECAP passes
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age of phases and can be used to describe the behavior 
of duplex stainless steels with different percentages of 
ferrite and austenite. Therefore, the more austenite, the 
stronger, and the larger the planar anisotropy in the steel.
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